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General Marking Guidance
•

All candidates must receive the same treatment. Examiners must
mark the first candidate in exactly the same way as they mark
the last.

•

Mark schemes should be applied positively. Candidates must be
rewarded for what they have shown they can do rather than
penalised for omissions.

•

Examiners should mark according to the mark scheme not
according to their perception of where the grade boundaries may
lie.

•

There is no ceiling on achievement. All marks on the mark
scheme should be used appropriately.

•

All the marks on the mark scheme are designed to be awarded.
Examiners should always award full marks if deserved, i.e. if the
answer matches the mark scheme. Examiners should also be
prepared to award zero marks if the candidate’s response is not
worthy of credit according to the mark scheme.

•

Where some judgement is required, mark schemes will provide
the principles by which marks will be awarded and
exemplification may be limited.

•

When examiners are in doubt regarding the application of the
mark scheme to a candidate’s response, the team leader must be
consulted.

•

Crossed out work should be marked UNLESS the candidate has
replaced it with an alternative response.
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Assessment criteria
Assesment criteria reflects the standards expected for IGCSEs. It will therefore not be
necessary for candidates to perform ‘perfectly’ in order to attract the highest marks available
in each assessment criteria grid. References to ‘standard’ should be interpreted in this
context.
Major errors
These may include, for example, the consistent mismatching of subject and verb forms, use
of inappropriate tenses and/or incorrect vocabulary.
Minor errors
These may include, for example, the occasional omission of accents, incorrect gender,
article, slight spelling errors.
Awarding marks
Marks are awarded positively using the following assessment criteria grids. The mark awarded
reflects the extent to which the task as a whole has been successfully communicated and
completed. To determine if a candidate should fain the upper or lower number of marks in
the box, it is important to refer to the boxes and above and below. If the candidate’s
peformance borders more on the performance of the box below than the box above, then the
lower mark is allocated. On certain occasions, a candidate’s performance may require a ‘best
fit’ mark.
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Question
Number
1

Answer

Mark

Sentences testing grammatical knowledge
This part of the paper is marked out of fifteen.
3 marks per sentence
2 X 5 = 10 marks
(15)

Deduct ½ mark for each minor error.
Question
Number
1(a)

Answer

Question
Number
1(b)

Answer

Question
Number
1(c)

Answer

Question
Number
1(d)

Answer

Question
Number
1(e)

Answer

Mark
(2)

oeඩි jර්Id m;kh ksid" fld<U fndfyda uyd
udර්.j,g w,dN ydks isÿù we;'
Mark

(2)

Bfha uf.a udud;a uu;a iS>%.dó ÿïßfhka
ó.uqjg .sfhuq
Mark

(2)

ශී ලංකාෙව් ish,qu wd.ම් YS% mdoia:dkh Y+oaO jQ
mQckSh mර්j;hla f,i woyhs'
Mark

(2)

mshdfkdaj jdokh lsÍug Tng fyg wfma
ksjig meñŒug fkdyelso@

Y%S ,xldfõ iS.sßfhys PdhdrEm .ekSug wjir
,nd .; hq;=h'

Mark
(2)
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Question 2 – Translation into Sinhala
Marks are awarded for transmission and quality of language, using the following
assessment criteria grids.
Transmission
No language worthy of credit.
Only the very basic points are transmitted successfully with some very
straightforward sections totally misunderstood. The style is often incomprehensible.
Communication is frequently impaired.
Only the more straightforward and concrete points are transmitted successfully. Very
little or no awareness of nuance and/or idiom. Several sections totally
misunderstood. The style is incoherent with communication impaired at times.
The main points, usually narrative and concrete, are conveyed successfully for the
most part, although problems are encountered with more complex language.
Inference, nuance and idiom transmitted successfully on occasions. Some passages
misunderstood and attempts at rephrasing only partially successful. The style is not
always coherent.
A generally very competent rendering of the original text with grasp of most detail,
nuance and idiom. Some passages, usually more complex, misinterpreted. Some
successful attempts at rephrasing. The style is generally pleasing.
Excellent transmission skills with clear grasp of detail. Excellent transfer of
inference, nuance and idiom. Pleasant to read.

Mark
0
1-3
4-6

7-9

10-12
13-15

Quality of language
Mark
No language worthy of credit.
0
A very high incidence of basic error in all aspects of grammar, syntax and
morphology. Basic lexis and structures appropriate to the task are unknown. No
1-2
awareness of tense concept/time sequence. Large sections totally misunderstood.
Communication impaired. Very little worthy of credit.
Some inaccuracies in basic grammar, although narrative sections, usually short and
straightforward, are in general correct. Lexis and structures appropriate to the task
restricted with some often quite basic items unknown. At times some fairly basic
3-4
problems with tense concept/time sequence. Use of given adjectives and/or
adverbial phrases occasionally evident, though these are likely to be only partially
successful. Often quite difficult to follow.
Largely accurate when using simple, short phrases: incidence of error increases in
more complex language. Lexis and structures appropriate to the task tend to be
adequate, with several items unknown. Some use of given adjectives and/or
5-6
adverbial phrases with some degree of success. About half of what is written should
be free of major errors. Not always easy to read.
A high level of accuracy overall, however with occasional basic errors, usually in more
complex language. Uses a wide range of lexis and structures appropriate to the task
7-8
with occasional lapses. Grasp of tense concept/time sequence generally secure,
although occasional lapses are evident. Pleasant to read for the most part.
A very high level of accuracy with only minor errors. Confident use of a wide range of
lexis and structures appropriate to the task. Excellent grasp of tense concept/time
9-10
sequence. Very pleasant to read overall, although not necessarily faultless.
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Question
Number
2

Answer

Mark

uQ,drïNfha§ fixlv kï ;dmihdf.a ku uq,afldg
fixlv., kමිka yeඳska වී wk;=rej uyd k.rh hk
wre; we;sj uykqjr kමිka o yeඳskafjk uykqjr " mQckSh
fn!oaOia:dkhla iy ixialD;sl uOHia:dkhla fjhs '
fixlv., rdc ukaosrh .ම්fmd< ;=kafjks විl%undyq
rc;=ud úiska n%dyauKfhl+f.a Wmfoia wkqj idojk ,os '
w.kqjrla msysgqùug fixlv., jdikdjka; N+ñ Nd.hla
ksid tu ia:dkh Tyq úiska f;dard .kakd ,os' Èjhsfka
ueo msysgd we;s ukyr l÷j,ska" විYd, jejlska iy Y%S
,xldfõ oSර්>;u .ඟska jg ùS we;s uykqjr" 1592 isg 1815
oS බි%;dkH md,khg hg;a jk f;la rdcH md,kfha
w.kqjr විh'
Y%S ,xldfව් rcjrekaf.ka jeäs fofkla බි%;dkH md,khg
hg;a j isටි kuq;a foaYSh rcjrekaf.a wjidk n, fldgqj
jQ uykqjr k.rh ;=< cSjudk ixialD;sl iïm;a iy
iïm%odh wdrlAId we;' fම්jdhska jvd;a m%lg jkafka nqÿka
jykafiaf.a oka; Od;=jla ksoka fldg we;e hs woyk
mQckSh o<od ud<s.dj iy ta wjg jkaokd N+මිhhs'
Y%S ,xldfව් Wodr;u W;aijh jk uykqjr wei< fmryer
jdර්Islj wei< ^cQ,s fyda wf.daia;=& udifha oS පැවැත්ෙව්.
ojia oyhla mqrd mj;ajd mqr mif<diajl osk rd;%sfhys
wjika lrk fuu fmryefර් Wච්p;u wjia:dj jkafka
fnr jdolhka keÜgqjka iy ud,s.dfõ we;d fmrgq fldg
hk we;=kaf.ka iukaú; w,xldr fmryer hs'
Y%S ,xldfව් b;sydih yd ixialD;sh .ek bf.kSug fuu
w,xldr k.rh ksielfhka u ruKSh ;ekls'
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(25)

Question 3– Translation into English
Marks are awarded for transmission and quality of language, using the following
assessment criteria grids.
Transmission
No language worthy of credit.
Only the very basic points are transmitted successfully with some very
straightforward sections totally misunderstood. The style is often incomprehensible.
Communication is frequently impaired.
Only the more straightforward and concrete points are transmitted successfully. Very
little or no awareness of nuance and/or idiom. Several sections totally
misunderstood. The style is incoherent with communication impaired at times.
The main points, usually narrative and concrete, are conveyed successfully for the
most part, although problems are encountered with more complex language.
Inference, nuance and idiom transmitted successfully on occasions. Some passages
misunderstood and attempts at rephrasing only partially successful. The style is not
always coherent.
A generally very competent rendering of the original text with grasp of most detail,
nuance and idiom. Some passages, usually more complex, misinterpreted. Some
successful attempts at rephrasing. The style is generally pleasing.
Excellent transmission skills with clear grasp of detail. Excellent transfer of
inference, nuance and idiom. Pleasant to read.

Mark
0
1-3
4-6

7-9

10-12
13-15

Quality of language
Mark
No language worthy of credit.
0
A very high incidence of basic error in all aspects of grammar, syntax and
morphology. Basic lexis and structures appropriate to the task are unknown. No
1-2
awareness of tense concept/time sequence. Large sections totally misunderstood.
Communication impaired. Very little worthy of credit.
Some inaccuracies in basic grammar, although narrative sections, usually short and
straightforward, are in general correct. Lexis and structures appropriate to the task
restricted with some often quite basic items unknown. At times some fairly basic
3-4
problems with tense concept/time sequence. Use of given adjectives and/or
adverbial phrases occasionally evident, though these are likely to be only partially
successful. Often quite difficult to follow.
Largely accurate when using simple, short phrases: incidence of error increases in
more complex language. Lexis and structures appropriate to the task tend to be
adequate, with several items unknown. Some use of given adjectives and/or
5-6
adverbial phrases with some degree of success. About half of what is written should
be free of major errors. Not always easy to read.
A high level of accuracy overall, however with occasional basic errors, usually in more
complex language. Uses a wide range of lexis and structures appropriate to the task
7-8
with occasional lapses. Grasp of tense concept/time sequence generally secure,
although occasional lapses are evident. Pleasant to read for the most part.
A very high level of accuracy with only minor errors. Confident use of a wide range of
lexis and structures appropriate to the task. Excellent grasp of tense concept/time
9-10
sequence. Very pleasant to read overall, although not necessarily faultless.
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Question
Number
3

Answer

Mark

Although literary historians do not appear to have
reached a decision on the creative work that can be
regarded as the first Sinhala novel or the Sinhala short
story, its beginnings can be seen in the early journals
and newspapers. The stories which were originally
known as ‘short tales’ differed from the old stories
not because of their structure or shape but due to
subject matter which comprised of contemporary life.
By the beginning of the 20th century, short story had
well established as a popular literary medium in the
Western literature. This was introduced to the Sinhala
readers through newspaper channels. Even before the
beginning of the 20th century, publishing of short
stories in several Sinhala newspapers had started.
Among the stories appeared in the early newspapers
were short stories as well as stories translated from
the literary works such as Pancathantra and Arabian
Nights and also from Western literature. The stories
mostly appeared in Buddhist newspapers were taken
from the Buddhist literary works. Newspapers like
‘The Sinhala Buddhist’ published Buddhist stories and
the Christian newspapers mainly included stories from
the Christian faith. The fact that almost every
newspaper started publishing stories in this manner
indicates that story- reading had been very popular
among the Sinhala reading public.

(25)
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Question 4 – Writing (35 marks)
Marks are awarded for communication and content and quality of language, using
the following assessment grid.
Communication and content
No language worthy of credit.
Task generally misunderstood with little relevant information conveyed. Much
ambiguity, confusion and omission. Level of response minimal with only a few
relevant phrases. Communication largely impaired. Time sequences rarely correct.
Largely incomprehensible with the exception of isolated items. Very difficult to
read.
Main points of the task understood but some points totally misunderstood. Some
major omissions with a degree of irrelevance and/or repetition. Level of response
fairly limited with little opinion and justification appropriate to the task. Functions
predominantly in simple, concrete sentences for the most part. Some evidence of
correct time sequences but mostly inconsistent and insecure. Just about
comprehensible overall with, however, a marked degree of ambiguity. Not easy to
read.
Majority of task completed, however, with some significant omissions. There may be
some irrelevance. Goes beyond a minimal response with some expansion of ideas
and straightforward opinion relevant to the task. Time sequences show a degree of
ambiguity at times. Comprehensible overall with some attempt to link the piece
into a coherent whole. Ambiguous in places especially in more ambitious language.
Tends to be somewhat predictable.
Responds to nearly all of the task although there may be some omissions. Some
relevant expansion at times. Provides evidence of description, narration and opinion
as appropriate to the task. Time sequences generally sound with occasional lapses.
A generally well structured piece of writing. A sound attempt overall to link the
piece into a coherent whole with, however, some lapses. May be a little pedestrian
and predictable or somewhat over-ambitious at times.
Responds fully and appropriately to the stimulus with excellent and relevant
expansion. Gives detailed descriptions, expresses and justifies opinions as
appropriate to the task. The time sequence is clear and unambiguous. A coherent
piece of writing which is pleasant to read.
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Mark
0

1-4

5-8

9-12

13-16

17-20

Quality of language
No language worthy of credit.
A high level of inaccuracy with very frequent and basic errors in grammar, syntax
and morphology. There may be the occasional correct phrase. No awareness of
tense concept/time reference. Vocabulary very basic with little of no evidence of
correct use of basic structures. Communication is severely impaired overall.
Extremely difficult to read.
Accuracy is inconsistent with frequent basic errors in grammar, syntax and
morphology. Simple, short sentences are sometimes correct, but very little beyond.
Range of vocabulary and structure very limited. Use of tense concept/time
reference limited and often inappropriate. Limited success in attempts at
enhancement of fact with adjectives and/or adverbial phrases. Not easy to read.
Fairly accurate in simple language, however tends to be inconsistent in application
of grammar, syntax and morphology when attempting more complex language.
Range of vocabulary, idiom and structure standard and somewhat predictable. Some
inconsistency in use of tense concept/time reference. Some attempts at
subordination and sentence linking which are only partially successful. Attempts
enhancement of fact with adjectives and/or adverbial phrases with moderate
success. About half of what is written should be free of major errors. Despite
inaccuracies, the basic message is conveyed.
Generally accurate and secure in grammar, syntax and morphology with some
lapses. Accuracy less secure when more complex language is attempted. Uses a
good range of vocabulary, idiom and structure, which are for the most part
appropriate to the task. Attempts at more ambitious structures not always
successful. Generally a secure grasp of tense concept/time reference. Manipulates
language to suit the task at hand, however with some errors. A wide range of
vocabulary, idiom and structure may compensate for a lower level of accuracy.
Generally easy to read despite the errors.
Predominantly accurate: free of all but minor errors in grammar, syntax and
morphology. Uses a wide range of vocabulary, idiom and structure appropriate to
the task with very little or no repetition. Excellent use of tense concept/time
reference. Excellent examples of subordination and appropriate use of more
complex structures. Clear ability to manipulate language with a high degree of
accuracy to suit the purpose. Very pleasant to read, though not necessarily
faultless.
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Mark
0

1-3

4-6

7-9

10-12

13-15
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